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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. Please read CAREFULLY the instructions given in the question paper.
2. This question paper has information printed on both sides.
3. This question paper consists of TWO (2) sections; Section A and Section B. Answer ALL
   questions in Section A and THREE (3) questions from Section B.
4. Please write yours answers on the answer booklet provided.
5. Write your answers only in BLACK or BLUE ink.
6. Answer all questions in English.

THERE ARE 2 PAGES OF QUESTIONS, EXCLUDING THIS PAGE.
SECTION A (Total: 40 marks)

INSTRUCTION: Answer ALL questions. Please use the objective answer sheet provided.

Question 1

(a) Explain two (2) eras of early human history. (10 marks)

(b) Describe why Malacca is an attractive port for traders. (10 marks)

Question 2

(a) Explain the characteristic of Malayan Union (10 marks)

(b) Describe the resistance towards the Malayan Union (10 marks)
SECTION B (Total: 60 marks)

INSTRUCTION: Answer only THREE questions ONLY. Please use the answer booklet provided.

Question 3

Discuss the main components of Malaysia Government system.  
(20 marks)

Question 4

Discuss the main allocations in Malaysia Constitutions.  
(20 marks)

Question 5

Imagine you are the Minister of Tourism in Malaysia. Discuss what initiatives that shall be done to attract tourists to visit Malaysia.  
(20 marks)

Question 6

Discuss the role of University's student to preserve the peace and harmony in Malaysia.  
(20 marks)

END OF EXAMINATION PAPER